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Abstract 
A historical overview and technical background will be given of the CMOS image 
sensor stacking technology.  Stacking technology does allow to extend the pixel 
volume, available to implement electronic circuitry, in the third dimension.  Although 
the idea of stacking together multiple layers of active silicon already existed in the 
previous century, only about 10 years ago it was introduced in the imaging world.  
Despite the complicated technology, the step from first scientific publications till a 
mature technology for consumer products was realized in a very short time.  Back-
side illumination, deep-trench isolation, through-silicon vias, hybrid bonding were all 
prerequisites to establish a cost-effective, reliable and high-performance stacking 
technology.   
 
Now that double layer stacking in combination with hybrid bonding is available (even 
in the foundry business), the first experiments and even first products with triple layer 
stacking are announced.  In which direction is this technology going to evolve and 
what is going to be the added value of having three or maybe even more layers of 
silicon for the imaging devices ?  Which new applications can be addressed ?  What 
are the technological consequences for the performance of the imaging devices ?   
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